From time to time really exciting things happen at CPAESS and we will be sending you news splashes to keep you up to date!

Dear Staff,

As some of you may know UCAR is busy transitioning their websites to Drupal 9, additionally all internal communications will be relocated to the Sundog site. As a result, all of our “For Staff” pages currently on our website (circled in red) will now be on Sundog when our website transitions at the end of June.

When this transition occurs, you will need to go to Sundog for this important information.

CPAESS has a Team Directory on Sundog that includes all of the "For Staff" content that has been on the cpaess.ucar.edu website. It is NOT a public directory. We are about to begin the process of adding all CPAESS Staff to the CPAESS Team Directory on Sundog. You will be sent an email notification by Sundog when you have been added (like below – thanks Donna). In this way, you will know that the CPAESS Staff area of Sundog is available to you.
In order to get to Sundog, you will need to be logged in with your CIT password (same as your Workday), and then go to the CPAESS Team area of Sundog.

As always, if you have any questions, please let me know.

Thank you,
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